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Abstract. The global characteristics of the high-altitude cusp
and its surrounding regions are investigated using a threeyear statistical survey based on data obtained by the Cluster
spacecraft. The analysis involves an elaborate orbit-sampling
methodology that uses a model field and takes into account
the actual solar wind conditions and level of geomagnetic
activity. The spatial distribution of the magnetic field and
various plasma parameters in the vicinity of the low magnetic field exterior cusp are determined and it is found that:
1) The magnetic field distribution shows the presence of an
intermediate region between the magnetosheath and the magnetosphere: the exterior cusp, 2) This region is characterized
by the presence of dense plasma of magnetosheath origin;
a comparison with the Tsyganenko (1996) magnetic field
model shows that it is diamagnetic in nature, 3) The spatial distributions show that three distinct boundaries with the
lobes, the dayside plasma sheet and the magnetosheath surround the exterior cusp, 4) The external boundary with the
magnetosheath has a sharp bulk velocity gradient, as well as
a density decrease and temperature increase as one goes from
the magnetosheath to the exterior cusp, 5) While the two inner boundaries form a funnel, the external boundary shows
no clear indentation, 6) The plasma and magnetic pressure
distributions suggest that the exterior cusp is in equilibrium
with its surroundings in a statistical sense, and 7) A preliminary analysis of the bulk flow distributions suggests that the
exterior cusp is stagnant under northward IMF conditions but
convective under southward IMF conditions.
Key words. Magnetosphere physics (Magnetopause, cusp,
and boundary layers; Solar wind-magnetosphere interactions; Magnetospheric configuration and dynamics)
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Introduction

Extensive studies of the low- and mid-altitude cusp regions
of the magnetosphere have been made using data from many
spacecraft (Newell and Meng, 1988; Newell et al., 1989;
Escoubet et al., 1992; Lockwood and Smith, 1992; Woch
and Lundin, 1992; Newell and Meng, 1994; Yamauchi et al.,
1996). However, statistical studies of the high-altitude cusp
region (above 6 RE ) have been more limited, and mostly focused on the high-latitude magnetopause position.
Zhou and Russell (1997) used Hawkeye spacecraft data to
study the position of the high-latitude magnetopause. Based
on 148 high-altitude passes they concluded that the magnetopause at cusp latitudes is not indented, thus contradicting the earlier works of Spreiter and Summers (1967),
Paschmann et al. (1976) and Haerendel et al. (1978).
Using HEOS-2 data, Dunlop et al. (2000) compared the
observed high-altitude cusp magnetic field configuration
with that from a model field (Tsyganenko, 1989). The deviation between the two configurations (spacecraft data and
model) led them to conclude that there is the presence of
an indentation at the magnetopause in this region. However,
they did not give reasons for their inconsistency with the results of Zhou and Russell (1997).
Fung et al. (1997), and later Eastman et al. (2000), have
analyzed a large number (1757 for the latter) of passes of
Hawkeye in the distant cusp region. Defining the magnetopause by a complete set of criterion (overall comparable to
the Dunlop et al. (2000) ones) they also concluded that the
magnetopause was indented in this region. They noted the
differences with the results of Zhou and Russell (1997) and
suggested it may have arisen from a different magnetopause
identification routine.
The generic properties of the high-altitude cusp were further investigated by Zhou et al. (1999; 2000) and Tsyganenko and Russell (1999) on the basis of Polar data. Zhou
et al. (1999; 2000) mainly studied the cusp location as a
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function of the solar wind conditions while Tsyganenko and
Russell (1999) focused on the extent of the cusp diamagnetic
cavity as a function of the dipole tilt angle and IMF conditions. Because the Polar orbit has an apogee of 9 RE , they
did not investigate the position of the outer boundaries of the
cusp region.
Grigoriev et al. (1999) also attempted to perform a statistical survey of Interball-Tail passes of the region near the highlatitude magnetopause. A significant diamagnetic effect in
the vicinity of the high-altitude cusp and plasma mantle was
found. However, the Interball-Tail orbit declination did not
allow coverage of the central part of the high-altitude cusp.
More recently, Mĕrka et al. (2002) investigated the location and spatial extent of the cusp-like plasma regions
observed by the Magion-4 satellite (part of the Interball
mission). For this purpose they used the mid- and highaltitude Magion-4 measurements, which they mapped to lowaltitudes using the Tsyganenko (1996) model with the actual
solar-wind conditions. This study confirmed the cusp latitudinal displacement observed for varying IMF conditions,
which illustrate the need to take this into account in the
present paper.
The Cluster orbit permits a full examination of the characteristics of the high-altitude cusp and of its surrounding
boundaries. We use the Cluster data to address the following
objectives:
– a survey of the global magnetic field and plasma properties of the cusp diamagnetic cavity (hereafter referred
to as “exterior cusp”),
– the identification and characterization of the various
boundaries surrounding the exterior cusp region,
– a preliminary characterization of the plasma flows in
this region, and their dependence on the IMF orientations.
The sampling technique used here (superposed epoch
analysis) was first introduced by Grigoriev et al. (1999) and
is described in Sect. 2. It allows an accurate estimation of
the position of the cusp boundaries, as well as a description
of its various internal features. In this paper we provide spatial distributions of many key plasma parameters (magnetic
field, density, temperature and velocity) which give new insights into the overall structure of the high-altitude cusp.
Section 2 presents the sampling methodology that is used
to order the data and make the spatial distributions. The results and their discussion are given in Sect. 3. Conclusions
are finally drawn in Sect. 4.
2
2.1

Instrumentation and methodology
Orbits and instrumentation

The Cluster spacecraft fly through the high-altitude cusp during spring each year and the passes used here were all taken
from between January and April. During 2001 and 2002, the

inter-spacecraft separation was of the order of 600 km and
100 km, respectively. Consequently, only data from spacecraft 3 are used for these periods. However, in 2003 the interspacecraft separation was about ∼1 RE and so data from both
spacecraft 1 and 3 are used.
In the present survey, we make use of the Cluster ion
and magnetic field data from the Cluster Ion Spectrometry (CIS) (Rème et al., 2001) and FluxGate Magnetometer
(FGM) (Balogh et al., 2001) instruments, respectively. The
ion data come from the Hot Ion Analyser (HIA) which allows measurements of the full 3-D ion distribution functions
and moments up to a resolution of ∼4 s (spin). However, due
to the sampling method, the data are averaged as described
in the next sections.
2.2

Coordinates transformations

As discussed earlier, a number of statistical studies of the
high-altitude cusp region have previously been presented
(Fung et al., 1997; Zhou and Russell, 1997; Zhou et al., 1999;
2000; Eastman et al., 2000; Dunlop et al., 2000). While these
earlier works made use of simple coordinates systems (such
as GSE, GSM or SM) to order their data spatially, here we
utilize a more elaborate technique that takes into account the
actual solar wind (interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and
dynamic pressure (Pram ) as monitored by ACE) and geomagnetic (Dst) conditions during each orbit.
We use the Tsyganenko (1995, 1996) (T96) magnetic field
model and the Shue et al. (1997) magnetopause model to estimate, respectively, the displacement of the latitudinal cusp
location and the magnetopause radial location as a function
of the solar wind and magnetospheric conditions. In turn,
this should allow us to fix more accurately the location of
the various dayside boundaries in our statistics. Each orbit is
sampled at intervals of two minutes; the coordinate transformations that are performed can be listed as follows:
– Firstly, each orbit point A (in SM coordinates) is transformed into point A’ through a rotation about the XSM
axis. The rotation angle is chosen so that the orbit points
are brought back into the (X,Z)SM plane, as shown in
Fig. 1a. The resulting upward axis is thus a radius; this
plane is called (X,R)N orm .
– We use the T96 magnetic field model to define a reference frame (coordinate system and model magnetic
field) for some reference conditions; these reference
conditions are defined as: IMF B=(0.0; 2.0; −0.1) nT,
Pram =2.5 nPa and Dst=−10.0 nT (a reference dipole
tilt angle was also chosen). These dynamic pressure and
Dst values were chosen because they constitute typical
values for the solar wind and magnetosphere. We chose
a mainly duskward IMF in order to avoid referencing
the data set to the specific cases of northward or southward IMF. It is known that the cusp is displaced equatorward (poleward) for southward (northward) IMF direction (Newell et al., 1989); this duskward orientation is
median and therefore more convenient as a reference.
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For these reference conditions in the T96 model, we
search for the angle of the separatrix between the last
field line that is bended (or draped) toward the dayside
and the first field line that extends tailward. This angle
is used as the reference angle of the reference separatrix
(labeled in Fig. 1b).

ditions given above. We then proportionally scale the
point A” as a function of the radial distance difference
between this reference magnetopause and the one obtained with the actual condition for each orbit point.
This scaling is illustrated in Fig. 1c and the final orbit
point is named A”’.

– Each orbit point A’ is then transformed as follows. The
actual lagged solar wind conditions and geomagnetic
activity are fed into the T96 model. A specific separatrix angle between the dayside and nightside field lines
is defined for these conditions (the “current” separatrix
in Fig. 1b). A rotation about the YSM axis is then accomplished which allows a normalization of the orbit
point to the reference frame. The resulting orbit point is
A” (Fig. 1b).

These coordinate transformations are applied to all the Cluster orbits for which both FGM and CIS (as well as ACE)
data are available. This then allows us to represent the data
as spatial distributions in the normalized (X,R)N orm plane.

– Finally, a radial adjustment is performed. Using the
Shue et al. (1997) magnetopause model, we define a
reference magnetopause location for the reference con-

2.3 Orbit and data sampling
As already mentioned, the Cluster orbits are sampled at intervals of two minutes. Cluster measurements are therefore
averaged over these two-minute intervals in our statistics.
The interplanetary conditions are averaged over intervals of
10 min. Therefore, these latter values are used for five successive orbit samples in order to derive the normalized orbit
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point position in the reference frame. A total of 163 Cluster
passes are used in this study.
In order to obtain spatial distributions of the magnetic field
and plasma parameters in a pre-defined grid of the (X,R)N orm
plane, we average the data coming from all the orbit points
that fall into square bins of size 0.3 RE . Because most of
the parameters depend on solar wind conditions they should
be normalized before epoch superposition procedure. Otherwise, the high case-to-case parameter variance would mask
the desired spatial distribution of the mean values. The particular normalization procedures are described in the corresponding sections below, along with the results and discussions. A color scale is then used (for the bins) to display
the distributions of the parameters. We additionally scale the
size of each colored squares according to the number of samples averaged within each bin. When the number of samples

equals or exceeds 20, the colored squares are saturated to the
maximum size of the bin, which is 0.3 RE . This allows a
direct estimation of the amount of samples and of the reliability of some features. This scaling is not used for the first
distribution studied here since we actually draw the average
magnetic field vectors (Sect. 3.1).
To avoid mixing the data from the high-altitude cusp and
the plasma sheet or low-latitude boundary layer passes, only
orbit points that form an angle with the (Y,Z)SM plane less
than 25◦ have been used. The most important reason for
transforming the orbit points into the (X,R)N orm plane is to
obtain 2-D distributions with large enough statistics for averaging purpose. However, it must be mentioned that the highaltitude cusp region may also be structured in the dawn-dusk
direction. The study of such distributions is beyond the scope
of the present paper.
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2.4

Solar wind parameters distributions

are broadly centered in the intervals 45◦ <CA<90◦ and
−135◦ <CA<−90◦ for the clock angle. Those peaks are
seen near −45◦ and 135◦ in the case of the garden hose angle.
This behavior is well known and attributed to the preferential
spiral configuration of the IMF in the ecliptic plane (Parker,
1958). In general, the number of samples is always high,
and in the case of southward and northward IMF orientations
discussed later, the intervals used have significant statistics.
To investigate the possible effects of the IMF orientation on the cusp flows (Sect. 3.4), we will present distributions that arise from the use of restricted IMF clock angle ranges, namely, the distributions referred to as southward (northward) IMF correspond to distributions of orbit
points that occurred during conditions of IMF clock angle
|CA|>120◦ (<60◦ ).

Our statistics are based on a large number of orbit points and
solar wind conditions (25 427 orbit samples, so the number
of solar wind conditions is 5 times smaller). In Fig. 2 we
display the distributions of the number of orbit samples as
a function of the solar wind dynamic pressure (top left-hand
side histogram), Dst index (top right), IMF “clock” angle
(CA= tan−1 (By /Bz ) in GSM) (bottom left) and IMF “garden hose” angle (tan−1 (By /Bx ) in GSM) (bottom right).
The distribution of the dynamic pressure is determined
from averages over bins of 0.2 nPa. It shows a peak at low
pressures, about 1–2 nPa, and it is characterized by a quite
sharp tail and the number of samples above 6 nPa is very low
(all events above 10 nPa have been removed from the statistics). This distribution appears quite typical, as well as that of
the Dst index, shown in the top right-hand side histogram of
Fig. 2. The latter is basically centered about slightly negative
3 Results and discussions
values and shows quite sharp tails. The solar wind dynamic
pressure and geomagnetic conditions used in this survey are,
In this section, we present and discuss the results of our staon average, relatively quiet.
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However, Fig. 3a clearly suggests that the spatial sampling
method is well adapted to the study of the inner magnetospheric regions. In the left-hand part of the figure in the lobe
region, the average magnetic field direction appears to be
consistent with that from the background “reference” model
field. In addition, the magnitude of the field is also very close
to that expected (blue color). A similar agreement is evident
in the dayside plasma sheet region; in the cells bounded by
5<XN orm <10 and 5<RN orm <7 (in RE ), the magnetic field
orientations and magnitudes are consistent. The boundaries
of these two regions appear roughly compatible with the reference model field topology.
In the distant cusp region (R>7 RE along the open-closed
field line separatrix), the measured direction and magnitude
gradually depart from the T96 model field with increasing
radial distances. This demonstrates the presence of a wide
interface between the magnetosheath and the magnetosphere
that is not resolved by the T96 model. This region is the low
magnetic field exterior cusp.
Figure 3b shows the (scalar) spatial distribution of the ratio between the square of the measured magnetic field magnitude (magnetic pressure) and that from the T96 model. Both
the lobes and the dayside plasma sheet show ratios around
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3.1

The exterior cusp diamagnetic cavity

The statistical spatial distribution of the Cluster magnetic
field vector measurements is shown in Fig. 3a. The vectors are projected into the normalized frame according to the
transformations given in Sect. 2. The vectors lengths are proportional to the logarithm of the magnetic field magnitudes.
The color of the vectors indicates the deviation between the
measured magnetic field and the T96 model magnetic field
(see caption). This figure makes use of the entire data set
for all IMF conditions. By definition, the T96 model field in
the magnetosheath is set to the IMF value (By and Bz components, but Bx =0 nT), and does not take into account the actual
compressed nature of the magnetosheath. The T96 model
field in the magnetosheath is therefore underestimated and
the deviations observed there are not physically meaningful
(see the discussion of the external boundary in Sect. 3.2).

3.2

Characteristics of the boundaries

The distribution of Fig. 3b suggests that the diamagnetic cavity is bounded by three distinct boundaries. Two boundaries,
respectively, equatorward with the dayside plasma sheet and
poleward with the plasma mantle, surround the exterior cusp
diamagnetic cavity on its inner edges. The positions of these
boundaries were actually defined by the density and temperature distributions presented later in this section. It is worth
noting that the red curves have been drawn with no particular
criteria, and only serve as guides.
A third boundary separates the exterior cusp from the magnetosheath. The position of this outer boundary is defined by
the position of the sharp bulk velocity gradient observed in
the velocity distribution shown in Fig. 4 (for all IMF directions). In this figure, the bulk flow appears, on average, to be
much lower in the magnetosphere (and the cusp) compared
to the adjacent magnetosheath. Further discussion of the flow
structure in this region is given in Sect. 3.4.
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The boundary between the exterior cusp and the magneFigure 5 presents distributions of the density (a) and temtosheath is also visible in these distributions (Fig. 5). Going
perature (b) measured by the HIA instruments. In both cases,
from the magnetosheath to the exterior cusp, it is characterall IMF orientations are used. The density distribution is
ized by a decrease in density and an increase in temperature.
shown as the ratio of the measured density to the solar wind
This property confirms the results obtained in the context of
density. Similarly, the temperature distribution is shown as
recent case studies by Lavraud et al. (2002) and Cargill et
the ratio of the measured temperature to that calculated from
al. (2004).
the solar wind parameters (see figure caption).
The density distribution shows a density ratio larger than
unity in the magnetosheath, which is expected (because of
the bow shock ahead of the magnetosheath). As expected
While the two inner boundaries of the exterior cusp form
also, the temperature ratio is seen to be very close to 1 on ava funnel (thus an indentation), the external boundary with
erage in the magnetosheath. Moreover, both the density and
the magnetosheath shows no clear indentation in the varitemperature ratio distributions are homogeneous in the magous distributions presented here. Therefore, it may be connetosheath, which suggests that the normalization method is
cluded that the indented magnetopause revealed in the studsuccessful.
ies of Dunlop et al. (2000) and Eastman et al. (2000) correIt should be noted that there are a few saturated points
sponds to the inner boundaries of the exterior cusp, identi(black) in the temperature ratio distribution, which are possified in the present paper as the high-altitude part of the cusp
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to the other distributions already introduced.
to the external boundary, separating the exterior cusp from
the magnetosheath and that also shows no clear indentation
The boundaries between the exterior cusp, the dayside
in our study. While the inner boundaries may form the “traplasma sheet and the lobes are seen very clearly in these
ditional” magnetopause (Paschmann et al., 1976; Haerendel
distributions. The lobes appear cold and tenuous while the
et al., 1978; Russell et al., 2000), the external boundary has
dayside plasma sheet is much hotter than any other region.
recently been proposed as a more suitable magnetopause by
On average, the boundaries between these regions appear
Onsager et al. (2001).
gradual, as is to be expected from such a statistical method.
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t) spatial distributions using the measurements from the HIA
ogarithmic scale and all IMF orientations are used. The left-hand
the HIA density to the density measured in the solar wind. The
atio of the HIA temperature to the predicted temperature in the
actual ACE solar wind measurements and estimate the plasma
se of the Spreiter et al. (1966) model.
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Fig. 6. The distributions of the magnetic (B 2 /2µ0 ) (a), ionic (n.kB .T ) (b) and total (c) pressures normalized to the solar wind ram presmeasured
by2SWACE.
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e distributions are made for all solar wind conditions.
3.3

Global equilibrium in the exterior cusp region

Figure 6 shows the distributions of the magnetic (B 2 /2µ0 ),
ion (n.kB .T) and total pressures normalized to the actual solar wind ram pressure (ρ.V 2SW /2). Normalization to the so-

lar wind ram pressure is a rough substitute to normalization
to the magnetosheath pressure in the vicinity of the cusp.
The thermal pressure of the solar wind is small compared
to its ram pressure, and the solar wind kinetic energy is
the main source of the magnetosheath pressure. Since the
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magnetosheath pressure is a linear function of M 2 (M being the solar wind Mach number) (Spreiter et al., 1966), it
may be roughly estimated as a linear function of V 2SW . The
magnetosheath density is roughly proportional to the solar
wind density. Hence, for reasonable ranges of M the magnetosheath pressure is proportional to ρ.V 2SW .
The magnetic pressure distribution (Fig. 6a) shows an (inner) indentation that is compatible with the locations of the
boundaries quoted previously (and also shown here). The
ion pressure distribution (Fig. 6b) clearly shows that this
low magnetic pressure region corresponds to a high plasma
pressure region. The distribution of total pressure (Fig. 6c)
does not show any clear indentation within the whole region. There are no latitudinal variations of the total pressure and no discontinuities are observed between the exterior
cusp and the lobes or the dayside plasma sheet. Yet the external boundary with the magnetosheath is also not discernable. This characteristic demonstrates that the exterior cusp
is in equilibrium with its surrounding, at least in a statistical
sense.
3.4

IMF orientation dependence of the velocity distributions

In this paper we limit our investigation of the statistical IMF
dependence of the cusp structure to the plasma bulk flow
magnitude distributions. Future papers will be devoted to
more specific, focused studies on this topic.

Figure 7 presents the distributions of the bulk velocity
magnitude for two different IMF orientations: Fig. 7a(b)
is the distribution for IMF |CA|>120◦ (<60◦ ), thus for a
southward (northward) orientation. Although both distributions show, on average, small bulk velocities in the exterior
cusp compared to the adjacent magnetosheath (equivalently
to Fig. 4), a marked difference is still observed between the
two IMF orientations.
Very little flow is measured, on average, in the exterior
cusp region for northward IMF. There is, however, little evidence for larger flows near the poleward boundary at highaltitudes between 3<XN orm < 6 and 8<RN orm <10 (in RE ).
However, the sizes of the squares (relative to the amount of
samples) in this area render this characteristic questionable.
We may point out that such properties would not be inconsistent with observations from case studies (Fuselier et al.,
2000; Lavraud et al., 2002). These were explained in terms
of the possible consequences of lobe reconnection, implying plasma precipitation at high-latitudes and a slow sunward field line convection (perpendicular flow). Because of
the combined presence of a large amount of reflected ions
(Lavraud et al., 2003), the exterior cusp region shows both
low perpendicular and parallel velocities.
The southward IMF distribution shows a different behavior. It seems that the flows are, on average, larger
for these conditions than for northward IMF, in particular
near the plasma sheet boundary at relatively low latitudes
(3<XN orm <7 and 6<RNorm <8 RE ). These properties support the generally accepted model of dayside low-latitude
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reconnection followed by tailward convection of the open
field lines and plasma precipitation at the dayside edge of
the cusp (Lockwood and Smith, 1992). A recent Cluster
case study by Cargill et al. (2004) showed the presence of
very large flows in the exterior cusp under strongly southward IMF.
These later results are, however, very preliminary and
any possible tendencies will be addressed in the near future
through the analysis of the parallel and perpendicular components of the flows, which should shed some new, important
insights in this respect.
4

Summary

We have reported on new statistical results from encounters
of the Cluster spacecraft in the high-altitude cusp region during the first three years of operations. By use of an elaborate sampling method we have determined the spatial distributions of the ion and magnetic measurements from Cluster
which gave an unprecedented opportunity to study the global
high-altitude cusp characteristics. The main conclusions that
arise from this study may be summarized as follows:
– Although some improvement is still needed, the spatial sampling method used here appears well adapted to
study this region of the magnetosphere. It allows us to
fix the boundaries locations in a proper way.
– The magnetic field vector structure clearly highlights
the presence of an intermediate region between the magnetosheath and the magnetosphere: the exterior cusp.
– This region is large and characterized by the presence of
cold dense plasma near the null point of the traditional
Chapman-Ferraro (1931) model. Comparison with the
Tsyganenko (1995, 1996) magnetic field model demonstrates that this region is diamagnetic in nature.
– The density, temperature and velocity distributions have
allowed us to establish the presence of three distinct
boundaries surrounding the exterior cusp region: with
the lobes, the dayside plasma sheet and the magnetosheath.
– While the two inner boundaries are well known, the average position of the external boundary with the magnetosheath has been presented here and is most accurately
obtained through the statistical distribution of the bulk
velocity. This study further demonstrates that this external boundary is characterized by a density decrease and
a temperature increase, from the magnetosheath to the
exterior cusp.
– The two inner boundaries form a funnel which can be
viewed as the traditional magnetopause (Paschmann et
al., 1976; Haerendel et al., 1978) when observed at high
altitude. The external boundary shows no clear indentation in our distributions. In the context of reconnection,

this latter boundary was proposed as a more appropriate
magnetopause in a recent paper (Onsager et al., 2001).
– The pressure distributions further illustrate that the exterior cusp region is in equilibrium with its surrounding
in a statistical sense.
– Finally, preliminary analysis of the bulk flow magnitude
distributions suggests that the exterior cusp is overall
stagnant under northward IMF conditions (Lavraud et
al., 2002), but more convective under southward IMF
conditions (Vasyliunas, 1995; Cargill et al., 2004).
We finally comment on the ability to analyze averages of
the various plasma and field parameters in the exterior cusp
region. It has been shown through recent Cluster case studies
that this region shows a depressed magnetic field, a slightly
lower density and a greater temperature than the adjacent
magnetosheath for both southward (Cargill et al., 2004) and
northward (Lavraud et al., 2002) IMF orientations. Making
averages for the ensemble of the IMF conditions for these
parameters is thus meaningful, as further revealed throughout the present paper. It is, however, clearly revealed here
that the study of the plasma flows in this region needs the use
of restricted IMF clock angle ranges, which will be continued
in a forthcoming study.
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